
AI-3: On-Order Holds Notes from Tiffany Little 
(Copied from the discussion on SUBCOM-L) 

 
For the LOPL pilot, I tracked statistics from 7/1/19 to 10/15/19. In that time, 2.07% of the items 
ordered were cancelled either by the publisher or by LOPL. Of that 2.07%, 22.60% had holds 
present (so that's 0.76% of all LOPL ordered copies in the timeframe). 
 
I can't speak to how the patrons were notified, but I've had some ideas on how staff can isolate 
these: 
 
1. If the Acquisitions copies were created on a "real" OCLC record where there are 
non-Acquisitions copies from other libraries, the holds would remain and would be able to be 
filled by those other copies as they are available and in appropriate states (not age protected). 
 
2. If the Acquisitions copies were created on an Acquisitions record (so there are no other 
libraries' copies to pull from), the new feature Hopeless Holds would be beneficial here. 
Hopeless Holds finds holds where there are no copies available to fill the holds. There are 
reports that I can create and libraries could just set those reports up to recur every 
week/month/whenever to see if any of their patrons have holds that have gone "hopeless". They 
could then contact the patrons in whatever way they'd like to. 
 
3. We could talk about adding to the Acquisitions workflow that when items are cancelled in 
Acquisitions, to move any holds on the record to an appropriate OCLC record. That would 
require some thought on implications so I'm not advocating for that--I may even end up advising 
against it later after examining it more--but we can think about it. 
 
4. There is currently a notification option that exists that we haven't implemented called "User 
Request Cancelled." Since we haven't implemented it I don't have 100% all the details, but I 
believe that it works that if a patron submits an item request that is purchased, if that item is 
subsequently cancelled then the patron can get a notification email. I *don't* think it works if 
there are just holds on the bib record where items are cancelled. This would be particularly 
useful for those patron requests where they want something really specific and the possibility of 
the book being cancelled is higher, versus the newest James Patterson which we know will 
never really go out of stock. 
 
Since this pilot was a relatively small window where I was pulling stats, if on-order holds are 
approved for LOPL (and/or for other Acq libraries) this would be something I'd like to pursue as 
far as developing a workflow for how to handle and isolate these. For the pilot we primarily 
focused on the essential basics like making sure that LOPL patrons *were* able to place the 
holds and that non-LOPL patrons were *not* able to place the holds. 
 


